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A framework for improving workflow stability: Deployment of optimized capacity 1 
buffers in a synchronised construction production 2 
Abstract 3 
Construction sites are dynamic environments due to the influence of variables such as changes in design 4 
and processes, unsteady demand, and unavailability of trades. These variables adversely affect 5 
productivity and can cause an unstable workflow in the network of trade contractors.  Previous research 6 
on workflow stability in the construction and manufacturing domains has shown the effectiveness of 7 
‘pull’ production or ‘rate driven’ construction. Pull systems authorize the start of construction when a job 8 
is completed and leaves the trade contractor network. However, the problem with pull systems is that 9 
completion dates are not explicitly considered and therefore additional mechanisms are required to ensure 10 
the due date integrity. On this basis, the aim of this investigation is to improve the coordination between 11 
output and demand using optimal-sized capacity buffers. Towards this aim, production data of two 12 
Australian construction companies were collected and analysed. Capacity and cost optimizations were 13 
conducted in order to find the optimum buffer that strikes the balance between late completion costs and 14 
lost revenue opportunity. Following this, simulation experiments were designed and run in order to 15 
analyse different ‘what-if’ production scenarios. The findings show that capacity buffers enable builders 16 
to ensure a desired service level. Size of the capacity buffer is more sensitive to the level of variability in 17 
contractor processes than other production variables. This work contributes to the body-of-knowledge by 18 
improving production control in construction and deployment of capacity buffers in order to achieve a 19 
stable workflow. In addition, construction companies can use the easy-to-use framework tested in this 20 
study in order to compute the optimal size for capacity buffers that maximizes profit and prevents late 21 
completions.  22 
Keywords: Analytical modeling; Capacity buffer; Construction; Cost optimization; Discrete event 23 
simulation; Productivity; Pull workflow; Queue; Time series analysis; Under-capacity planning and 24 
scheduling 25 
1. Introduction 26 
Production in dynamic environments such as construction sites are prone to variability caused by external 27 
factors such as unsteady demand and also internal factors such as unavailability of resources. This high 28 
level of variability results in late completions, decreased output, and lost revenue opportunity for 29 
contractors (Lee and Diekmann 2011, Chanmeka, Thomas et al. 2012). Stabilising the workflow in the 30 
trade contractor network coordinates the production output and demand and results in a synchronised 31 
production. Prior work in the construction literature has focused on designing and implementing pull 32 
production systems in order to stabilise the workflow in construction production systems (Im, Han et al. 33 
2009). 34 
The main workflow control mechanism in pull production or rate driven construction is to maintain a 35 
constant work-in-process (CONWIP) for the trade network over the production period. The CONWIP 36 
protocol enables trade contractors to plan ahead in order to accommodate the demand. Since due dates are 37 
not explicitly considered in pull systems, a second control mechanism is required. A capacity buffer or 38 
intentional under-capacity scheduling ensures due date integrity in the pull production (Hopp and 39 
Spearman 2008). However, as stated by González, Alarcón et al. (2011), research on capacity buffers and 40 
their effects on tangible performance measures in the construction literature is sparse. 41 
This paper aims to improve the coordination of demand and output of construction using an optimal 42 
capacity buffer. In order to achieve this, production data of two Australian construction companies were 43 
collected. Then, time series analysis was used to analyse the data and find the production capacity for a 44 
future production period. In the next step, capacity and cost optimizations were conducted in order to find 45 
the optimal capacity buffer that strikes the balance between late completions and lost revenue 46 
opportunity. Finally, results of the mathematical modelling were linked to a discrete event simulation 47 
engine where 1200 simulation experiments were designed and run in order to analyse production 48 
scenarios in the real-life construction. The findings clearly show that loading the network of trade 49 
contractors to full capacity is not always the most profitable policy. In fact, workflow in the network of 50 
trade contractors can be stabilised using optimal-sized capacity buffers. Furthermore, the tested and 51 
validated framework could be adopted by builders in order to maximise the profit and avoid late 52 
completion costs. 53 
2. Background 54 
The prevalence of schedule overruns in the building industry is high (Kim 2009). As the common practice 55 
in the industry, risk of late completion is transferred to trade contractors by linking remunerations to the 56 
completion of processes. Any remaining risk is then transferred to clients by minimising late completion 57 
penalties in the building contractual terms. However, the manufacturing industry has dealt with schedule 58 
overruns in a more robust way. Initiatives such as the Toyota Production System (TPS) have tried to 59 
continually improve the production environment (Lander and Liker 2007). Furthermore, workflow control 60 
protocols such as ‘Kanban’ attempt to stabilise the workflow in the plant as much as possible and reduce 61 
the probability of schedule overruns.  62 
Variability in the production environment will result in late completions regardless of how much the 63 
environment has been improved. Variation is the common cause of lack of alignment between demand 64 
and production in the construction industry and reducing it should be the top priority to builders (Leaman 65 
and Bordass 1999). In the construction industry, there are numerous opportunities to reduce variation. 66 
Firstly, variability in building processes can be minimized by adopting flow-smoothing techniques. These 67 
include but are not limited to using pull workflow, standardizing construction operations, conducting 68 
effective inspections and managing construction rework. Secondly, variation inside the trade contractor 69 
network is reduced when builder maintains a long-term working relation with them. In this way, there is 70 
guarantee that the builder gets the specialty trades when it needs them. Furthermore, trade contractors will 71 
also adopt variability reduction techniques suggested to them by the builder. Overall, reducing variation is 72 
pivotal to improving the performance in construction projects over time.  73 
In the following sections, two production planning approaches in the volume house building sector are 74 
presented. 75 
2.1. Due date driven house construction 76 
In the traditional construction management approach, building new homes are initiated by signing new 77 
sales contracts. In this way, due date integrity can only be achieved when demand is not excessive and 78 
subcontractors are able to catch up with that. However, during construction boom periods, when demand 79 
exceeds supply, this approach is not effective. During boom periods, pushing new jobs into the 80 
interconnected network of trade, creates numerous unfinished jobs and workflow congestion. In other 81 
words, trade contractors, as the main labour resource in the production network, will be fully utilized and 82 
therefore unfinished jobs queue up, waiting for the first resource to become available (Damrianant and 83 
Wakefield 2000).  84 
Another problem for achieving due date integrity in push construction is caused by the ubiquity of 85 
variability and uncertainty in construction worksites. There are many sources of variability in construction 86 
sites such as quality problems and rework (Fayek, Dissanayake et al. 2004, Hegazy and Menesi 2012, 87 
Hazini, Dehghan et al. 2013), changes in design and processes (Thomas, Lee et al. 2008), labour 88 
productivity (Sonmez 2007, Jarkas 2010, Arashpour, Shabanikia et al. 2012, Dai and Goodrum 2012), 89 
contractor’s cash flow (Son, Mack et al. 2006, Zayed and Nosair 2006) and undesirable weather 90 
conditions (Moselhi, Gong et al. 1997, Shahin, Abourizk et al. 2014). Variability prevents a stable and 91 
smooth workflow in the construction network and downgrades the performance measures such as 92 
completion time and throughput (Hewage, Gannoruwa et al. 2011). 93 
2.2. Rate driven house construction 94 
In order to rectify the problems of due date driven production, rate driven construction focuses on 95 
stability of workflow in the interconnected network of trades and authorises new constructions only when 96 
a ‘void’ in the workflow becomes available upon the completion of a house. In this way, the house 97 
production network does not become congested as new starts are only authorised upon the availability of 98 
resources. This workflow management strategy, which is very similar to pull production in the 99 
manufacturing industry, has been successfully tested in large construction projects (Bashford, Sawhney et 100 
al. 2003). Using a capacity buffer in dealing with unscheduled contingencies enables rate driven 101 
construction to effectively address variability in construction sites (Arashpour, Wakefield et al. 2013). 102 
Rate driven construction offers significant benefits over due date driven approaches. To mention some 103 
benefits, rate driven production systems are more efficient, more robust to control errors, and more 104 
supportive of improving quality (Ballard and Koskela 2009). Furthermore, setting an optimal production 105 
level (quota) with an appropriately sized capacity buffer can result in coordination between output and 106 
demand. 107 
2.3. Using capacity buffers 108 
Traditional methods of project planning and scheduling such as critical path method (CPM) are driven by 109 
critical events and do not explicitly consider the production rate of construction networks. New 110 
management approaches such as lean construction (Ballard 2000) and the critical chain project 111 
management (Goldratt and Cox 2005) propose using capacity buffers in order to address the variability in 112 
the production environment. Oversized buffers in construction projects can be wasteful, hinder 113 
performance and disrupt the workflow (Horman and Thomas 2005). Undersized buffers, on the other 114 
hand, increase the risk of late completions and a poor service level. Performance of a production system is 115 
measured by its service level (𝑆𝐿) that shows the percentage to which production targets have been 116 
achieved (Sezer and Bröchner 2013). In construction projects, 𝑆𝐿 can be defined as the percentage of on-117 
time and on-budget delivery. The current research aims to develop a framework to find optimal-sized 118 
capacity buffers. 119 
The probability of missing the production target should be reasonably low so as to avoid frequent late 120 
completions. Consequently, trade-offs need to be made in order to set an optimal production target 121 
because high production levels increase the risk of schedule overruns and therefore costs of a late 122 
completion. On the other hand, low production levels or under capacity scheduling result in a profit loss 123 
because of missing sales opportunities. The research proposes a framework that realizes this trade-off and 124 
sets an optimal capacity buffer to improve workflow stability. 125 
3. Research method 126 
3.1. Theoretical basis of the framework 127 
The purpose of this investigation is to find an optimal capacity buffer that maximises the builder profit by 128 
stabilising the workflow and minimising late completion costs. Although the theoretical basis of the 129 
proposed framework to achieve this purpose has been partly adopted from quota setting research in the 130 
manufacturing industry, it has been customised in order to reflect realities in the construction production. 131 
High levels of variability, on-going site establishment costs, late completion penalties, and different what-132 
if scenarios in construction are among the factors considered in structuring the framework. Fig. 1 133 
illustrates the proposed framework in this research.  134 
Fig. 1. Framework for improving the workflow stability using an optimized capacity buffer   135 
3.2. Stages of the framework 136 
As can be seen in Fig.1, the framework proposes the following four stages.  137 
Stage 1- Collecting the production data: Important information reflecting the production network capacity 138 
should be recorded. Some data reflect the production rate such as number of houses started and completed 139 
per month. Furthermore, degree of the workflow stability is reflected by the standard deviation of time 140 
between completions. These data points will enter the computations in next stages of the framework. 141 
Stage 2- Computing the gross production capacity of the network: Having collected the actual production 142 
data, an average production capacity for the construction network can be computed. Since factors 143 
affecting the construction demand, and consequently production, such as house design, market 144 
competition, and builder’s own marketing are persistent over time, past data can be indicative of future 145 
and time series can serve as a suitable tool for finding a gross production capacity (Choy and Ruwanpura 146 
2006, Dissanayake and Fayek 2008, Lee, Fung et al. 2013). This gross production capacity can facilitate 147 
management of the construction workflow in the following stages. 148 
Stage 3- Setting an optimal capacity buffer: This part of the framework addresses minimising the 149 
probability of late completions by setting a properly sized capacity buffer. Towards this aim, analytical 150 
models (see Equations [4] to [6]) are used to formally state the problem of finding the optimal production 151 
level and capacity buffer in the construction production. In stage three, two scenarios are analysed. In the 152 
first scenario, there is no significant late completion cost for the builder and the major concern is the 153 
capacity of the trade contractor network. In the second scenario, late completion costs are significant. 154 
Therefore, both capacity and cost optimizations are conducted in order to find the optimal capacity buffer. 155 
Stage 4- Real time simulation of what-if scenarios: The results of optimization modelling in stage three 156 
are linked to a discrete event simulation engine where simulation experiments are designed and run in 157 
order to analyse different what-if scenarios in the construction production. Simulation results are recorded 158 
in an output data file and can be updated upon the emergence of new production scenarios. 159 
In terms of applying the framework in a construction setting, results of the framework can be 160 
automatically used for setting production levels. Actual on-site progress can be used for reconsidering the 161 
size of the capacity buffer in a future production period. Iterative processes of the framework can be 162 
repeated in short time intervals in order to have a more accurate production control. 163 
4. Results 164 
4.1. Stage 1- Collecting the production data 165 
This research used a systematic approach for data collection that is illustrated in Fig.2. 166 
Fig. 2. Process of data collection and analysis in the current research 167 
 168 
In order to conduct the analysis in the second stage of the framework, number of house completions and 169 
standard deviation of time between completions were recorded (from January 2011 to December 2013). 170 
Production data were collected in standard production units, where a medium-size one-story house was 171 
considered as the standard unit. Multi-story/big and small houses were accommodated in the statistical 172 
analysis as a multiple/submultiple of the standard production unit (e.g. 1.2x or 0.8x). Number of monthly 173 
completions fluctuated between 26 and 54 houses over this production period. Availability of data over 174 
long periods of time increases the precision and reliability of predictive models (Blair, Lye et al. 1993). 175 
4.2. Stage 2- Finding the gross production capacity of the trade contractor 176 
network 177 
In order to predict the gross production capacity of the trade network in the next production period, four 178 
time series forecasting models were used to analyse the data: moving average, single exponential 179 
smoothing, double exponential smoothing and the Winter’s method. These models predict the gross 180 
production capacity by using smoothing constants, α, β and γ. Care was taken in order to automate 181 
different stages of the framework and minimise the required user interference. For example, Solver, the 182 
internal optimization tool in MS Excel, was used to compute the optimum values for smoothing constants. 183 
In order to compare forecasting models, three quantitative measures were used: mean absolute percentage 184 
error (MAPE), mean absolute deviation (MAD), and mean square deviation (MSD). These accuracy 185 
measures were computed using Eq. 1 to 3. 186 
[1]          𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 = ∑ �(𝑥𝑡 − 𝑥�𝑡) 𝑥𝑡⁄ �𝑛𝑡=1
𝑛
 × 100 [2]          𝑀𝐴𝐷 = ∑ |𝑥𝑡 − 𝑥�𝑡|𝑛𝑡=1
𝑛
   
[3]          𝑀𝑆𝐷 = ∑ [𝑥𝑡 − 𝑥�𝑡]2𝑛𝑡=1
𝑛
   
In Equations 1 to 3, 𝑥𝑡 is the actual number of monthly completions, 𝑥�𝑡 is the gross capacity forecast and 187 
𝑛 is the number of observations, which is 36 (months) in this investigation. Each of the accuracy 188 
measures computes a numerical score for the difference between actual and fitted values. Smaller values 189 
of accuracy measures show a greater forecasting precision. Table 1 presents the accuracy measures for the 190 
four predictive models. 191 
Table 1 Three quantitative measures for evaluating the accuracy of gross capacity forecasting 192 
 193 
Comparing the measures of precision in table 1, the Winter’s method has the smallest accuracy measure 194 
values and therefore is the most accurate model to find the gross production capacity of the trade 195 
contractor network. This is because the Winter’s method captures seasonality and does not overshoot or 196 
undershoot the actual production data. Therefore this study uses the Winter’s forecasting model and Fig. 3 197 
shows the results of this model for gross capacity analysis over the coming production period. 198 
Fig. 3. Gross production capacity of the trade contractor network (house/month) 199 
 200 
A reasonably accurate capacity forecast based on the actual production records enables builders to plan 201 
ahead and find the most cost-effective way to operate their production network. For example, as Fig. 3 202 
shows, the gross production capacity forecast for the coming month is equal to 42 houses and therefore 203 
the network of trades is orchestrated so that this level of monthly production can be achieved. That is, the 204 
monthly productivity mean or gross production capacity of the trade network is set to 𝜇 = 42.  205 
Results of the second stage are used to set periodic production targets. Actual on-site progress provides 206 
input for reconsidering targets in a future production period. Iterative processes of the framework are 207 
repeated in one-month intervals in this research to adjust periodic production targets frequently and have 208 
a more accurate production control. 209 
However, actual number of house completions is often less than the gross capacity of the trade network 210 
because of the usual contingencies such as unavailability of trade contractors, quality problems and 211 
rework, and inclement weather conditions (Arashpour and Arashpour 2010). Actual house completion 212 
times are inflated dependent on the presence of variability/uncertainty and so is the risk of undergoing 213 
extra costs such as on-going site establishment costs and late completion penalties. 214 
In order to minimise the probability of late completions and stabilise the workflow within the trade 215 
contractor network, an optimal-sized capacity buffer is required. In the next sections, two different 216 
analytical models are developed to find the optimal size of the capacity buffer in two production 217 
scenarios. In the first scenario, late completion costs are not significant for the builder and decision on the 218 
size of the capacity buffer is based on the trade network capacity. In the second scenario, however, late 219 
completion penalties and on-going site establishment costs are considerable and both capacity and cost 220 
optimizations are conducted.  221 
4.3a. Stage 3- Setting the capacity buffer based on the capacity of the trade 222 
contractor network (scenario 1) 223 
In order to find an optimal capacity buffer, this scenario assumes that late completion costs are not 224 
significant and decision making is based on the capacity of the trade network. If the agreed completion 225 
date is not met, the builder undergoes extra costs associated with a late completion. In this scenario, 226 
setting the work-in-process (𝑊𝐼𝑃) level is the most important control measure. In addition, another 227 
control measure is also required in order to buffer variability and coordinate the construction output with 228 
due dates (Hsie, Chang et al. 2009, Arashpour, Wakefield et al. 2013). 229 
The capacity of a house building network depends on both mean and standard deviation of production. 230 
Level of workflow stability in the interconnected network of trades can be reflected by standard deviation 231 
of time between completions (Koskela, Sacks et al. 2012). For instance, two builders may have identical 232 
production capacity average (𝜇) but standard deviation of time between completions (𝜎) is greater in the 233 
production network of the first builder (see Fig. 4a). Understandably, the second builder needs a smaller 234 
capacity buffer in order to accommodate a similar demand level. In other words, the production 235 
predictability of the second builder is more than the first one.  236 
 237 
 238 
Fig. 4a. Standard deviation of time between completions (Workflow stability) Fig. 4b.Capacity buffer (92% service level) 239 
Fig. 4. Production curves of construction networks 240 
 241 
Fig. 4b shows that production processes can be approximated by normal distribution with a mean that is 242 
equal to the gross production capacity (calculated at stage 2). As illustrated, the network of trade 243 
contractors has the gross capacity of completing 42 houses per month. The first control measure in the 244 
rate driven (pull) environment controls the work-in-process (𝑊𝐼𝑃) level so that no more than 42 houses 245 
are started monthly. The second control measure (capacity buffer) ensures that start and finish of houses 246 
are coordinated and production synchronisation is maintained. For example, a capacity buffer of seven 247 
houses in Fig. 4b, coordinates the number of starts and completions in 92% of time. In other words, the 248 
probability of missing a target house completion (𝑇𝐻𝐶) or quota of 35 is only 8% (highlighted area on 249 
the graph) and the builder achieves a service level (𝑆𝐿) of 92%. Production curves of builders with lower 250 
variability in production have thinner tails. Therefore, probability of missing the target house completion 251 
will become less (see Fig. 4a). Assuming a normal distribution for the house building processes, the 252 
problem of finding an optimal capacity buffer can be formulated as Eq.4. 253 
[4]         𝛷 �𝑇𝐻𝐶 − 𝜇
𝜎
� = 1 − 𝑆𝐿 
In Equation 4, 𝛷(. ) is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of production, 𝑇𝐻𝐶 is the target house 254 
completion and 𝑆𝐿 is the service level aimed by the house builder (reliability degree of production). The 255 
capacity buffer is equal to 𝑇𝐻𝐶 − 𝜇. The capacity buffer adopts negative values as it downsizes the gross 256 
production capacity by a safety factor. For example, suppose that the trade contractor network has the 257 
gross weekly production capacity of 11 houses with a standard deviation of two. If the desired service 258 
level is 85%, the model expressed by Equation 4 will return a target house completion (𝑇𝐻𝐶) of 9. 259 
Therefore, the capacity buffer is equal to (-2) houses or 18% of the gross production capacity. In other 260 
words, by adopting this capacity buffer, the builder will be able to coordinate dates of house start and 261 
finish and synchronise production in 85% of time. It is worth mentioning that all computations can be 262 
automated using built-in functions in standard statistical packages or MS Excel. For example, in order to 263 
return the standard normal distribution, 𝑁𝑂𝑅𝑀. 𝑆.𝐷𝐼𝑆𝑇(. ) in Excel 2010 and 𝑃𝐻𝐼(. ) function in Excel 264 
2013 were used.  265 
Table 2 presents 𝑇𝐻𝐶 values for different service levels of 85, 90 and 95%. The size of the capacity 266 
buffer is equal to  𝑇𝐻𝐶 − 𝜇 in each construction production scenario. 267 
Table 2 Capacity buffer in 18 production scenarios with different service levels 268 
 269 
As can be seen in table 2, larger values of gross production capacity return higher 𝑇𝐻𝐶. However, 𝑇𝐻𝐶 is 270 
decreased by either increasing the standard deviation of time between completions or the desired service 271 
level. These results are in line with those of Han, Hong et al. (2011), highlighting the importance of 272 
variability buffering in construction processes, especially when higher service levels are desired. 273 
Fig. 5 plots increasing size of the capacity buffers against standard deviations of time between 274 
completions, which measures the level of workflow stability. 275 
 276 
Fig. 5. Upward trend in the size of the capacity buffer resulted by increasing the standard deviation of 277 
time between completions 278 
 279 
The linear relationship between the level of workflow stability and the size of capacity buffers is the 280 
output of the optimisation model expressed by Equation 4. A more realistic non-linear relationship that is 281 
plotted by the outputs of the fourth stage of the framework will be illustrated in Fig. 8b. The model 282 
expressed by Equation 4 can be used when capacity of the trade network is the main independent variable 283 
affecting the construction production. However, upon the existence of significant late completion costs, 284 
this factor should also enter the decision making process on the capacity buffer. In such situations, 285 
builders need to consider the trade-off between a bigger capacity buffer, which imposes the lost revenue 286 
opportunity, and a smaller buffer, which increases the late completion costs. The model developed in the 287 
next section, realizes this trade-off and optimizes the size of the capacity buffer accordingly. 288 
4.3b. Stage 3- Setting the optimal size of capacity buffers based on both production 289 
capacity and late completion costs (scenario 2) 290 
In order to find an optimal size for capacity buffers, major costs associated to a late completion should be 291 
considered and decision making is based on both these costs and capacity of the trade network. 292 
In order to assist developing a specific model for setting the optimal capacity buffer, the gross production 293 
capacity was computed in the second stage of the framework, which is equal to 42 houses per month or 294 
almost 10 houses per week. If agreed completion dates are not met, builders have to pay extra costs of on-295 
going site establishment and late completion penalties, based on the house building contract. Consider the 296 
total cost of late completion (𝐶𝐿𝐶) to be $300 per week for each house. So for a builder with 10 houses 297 
under construction, 𝐶𝐿𝐶 = $3000 for a week of delay in completion. 298 
Let the net profit of the builder per house be ‘𝑒’ and the total expected earnings (net revenue minus 299 
expected 𝐶𝐿𝐶) be denoted by ‘𝐸’. In this way, the problem of finding an optimal capacity buffer can be 300 
formulated as Equation [5]. 301 [5]          max
𝑇𝐻𝐶
𝐸 = 𝑒 × 𝑇𝐻𝐶 − 𝐶𝐿𝐶 × 𝑝 (𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) 
In Equation [5], ‘𝑝’ is the probability of having a late completion and size of the capacity buffer is equal 302 
to 𝑇𝐻𝐶 − 𝜇. The optimization problem is to find an optimal buffer that strikes the economic balance. 303 
While increasing buffer size affects the objective function by causing lost sales, decreasing buffer size 304 
affects the objective function by increasing the probability of late completions and associated costs. 305 
Assuming a normal distribution for production with mean 𝜇 and standard deviation 𝜎, the capacity buffer 306 
can be expressed as 𝑇𝐻𝐶 –  𝜇 = –𝑚𝜎. Now the decision variable becomes 𝑚 and we need to find out 307 
how many standard deviations below 𝜇 the capacity buffer should cover. In a similar approach to Hopp, 308 
Spearman et al. (1993), the problem was formulated as Equation [6]. 309  [6]          max
𝑇𝐻𝐶
𝐸 = 𝑒(𝜇 −𝑚𝜎) − 𝐶𝐿𝐶 × 𝑝 [1 −𝛷(𝑚)] 
In Equation 6, 𝛷(. ) represents the cumulative distribution function of production. A unique solution to 310 
Equation 6 can be yielded by differentiating the objective and setting it equal to zero, 311 
[7]            𝑚∗ = �2ln ( 𝐶𝐿𝐶
√2𝜋𝜎𝑒)�1 2�  
The optimal value of 𝑚 in Equation 7 is used to compute the optimal capacity buffer size. 312 [8]            𝑇𝐻𝐶∗ − 𝜇 = −𝑚∗ × 𝜎 
Equation 8 shows that both gross capacity mean and standard deviation of time between completions 313 
affect the size of capacity buffer. For example, in a case in which the net profit for building a unit is 314 
$43500 and it takes 6 months to complete the unit, the potential weekly profit of the builder will be 315 
$1670. Assuming the sum of site establishment costs and late completion penalties to be $400 per week, 316 
the total 𝐶𝐿𝐶  will be $4000 for 10 units under construction. Plugging these values into the above model 317 
returns the optimal 𝑇𝐻𝐶 or production quota of 8.0 and optimal capacity buffer of (-2) houses. This 318 
capacity buffer, which is equal to 20% of the gross production capacity, can maximise the profit of the 319 
builder in this production scenario. 320 
Table 3 shows how these two variables change the house completion target (𝑇𝐻𝐶) and consequently the 321 
capacity buffer size. As stated earlier, all computations were automated using built-in functions and the 322 
internal optimization tool in MS Excel.  323 
Table 3. Capacity buffer in 12 production scenarios with different late completion costs  324 
 325 
Results in table 3 can be used to find the optimal capacity buffer. For example, in a case where the trade 326 
contractor network has a gross production capacity of 10 houses per week with a standard deviation of 327 
one house and weekly cost of late completion is $400, the model returns a 𝑇𝐻𝐶 equal to 8.4. This 328 
capacity is equal to 16% of the gross production capacity of the trade network. 329 
Results of the optimization model show that increasing the standard deviation of production and costs of 330 
late completion (𝐶𝐿𝐶) decreases the target house completion or production quota. This is consistent with 331 
findings of Georgy (2008), indicating the impact of variability in production on the workflow stability 332 
and required capacity buffers. In the next phase of the framework, comprehensive models with more 333 
stochastic variables can be analysed using Monte Carlo simulation. 334 
4.4. Stage 4- Real-time simulation of what-if scenarios 335 
Data obtained in previous studies has shown that variability in the processes of trade contractors results in 336 
a reduced throughput, low resource utilisation levels and a higher allocation of overheads (Tommelein, 337 
Riley et al. 1999). Construction sites are dynamic environments and production in such an environment is 338 
subject to numerous nondeterministic variables. In order to conduct a real-time analysis of these 339 
stochastic variables, simulation experiments were designed and run as construction projects are not 340 
appropriate laboratories for multiple replications in quantitative studies (AbouRizk, Halpin et al. 2011).  341 
Using the collected production data from the two construction companies, a total of 1200 simulation 342 
experiments were designed. Different variables were used in the models, including five gross production 343 
capacities, six standard deviations of time between completions, four service levels and 10 values for late 344 
completion costs. The project workflow was simulated using the ARENA discrete-event simulation 345 
software. Interested readers can refer to Arashpour, Wakefield et al. (2014) for a more detailed treatment 346 
of the modelling approach. Input variables to simulation models were automatically read from an excel 347 
spread sheet that contained the collected data. 348 
Histograms of the collected data points were plotted and best-matching probability distributions were fit 349 
to the data. Selected probability distributions were evaluated against three goodness-of-fit tests; 350 
Anderson–Darling test, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, and Chi–Square test. Care was taken in order to 351 
construct the simulation model so that it reflects the reality in the real-world construction setting. For 352 
example, the traditional Poisson process with exponential inter-arrival time was not used for representing 353 
random arrival of jobs to the construction network. As illustrated in Fig. 6, the three goodness-of-fit tests 354 
suggest that random arrivals can best be represented by Gamma distribution with the shape factor of 355 
2.533 and scale factor of 5.999. 356 
 357 
Fig. 6. Histogram of collected data on inter-arrival times 358 
 359 
Best-fitting probability distributions were used in order to feed the simulation model with the knowledge 360 
extracted from the empirical production data. 361 
5. Empirical analysis 362 
5.1. Impact of service level on the size of the capacity buffer 363 
Based on the simulation results, Fig. 7 shows increasing the desired service level (𝑆𝐿) inflates the size of 364 
capacity buffer nonlinearly and consequently squeezes the level of target house completion (𝑇𝐻𝐶). 365 
Fig. 7. Optimal size of the capacity buffer in simulation experiments (enforcing a growing service 366 
level)  367 
 368 
As Fig.7 reveals, increasing the service level decreases the level of target house completion (𝑇𝐻𝐶) in a 369 
nonlinear trend. That is, if the builder tends to have a reliable production and achieve on time 370 
completions, a conservative 𝑇𝐻𝐶 level should be maintained. This is consistent with the optimization 371 
results in the previous section (table 2) and provides a measure of validation. Furthermore, it extends 372 
finding of Arashpour, Wakefield et al. (2013), indicating that loading operations to the full capacity is not 373 
necessarily the best production strategy and a decent-sized capacity buffer will help both homebuilders by 374 
avoiding late completion costs and homebuyers by shortening the preoccupancy period. 375 
5.2. Impacts of the gross production capacity and workflow stability on the size of 376 
the capacity buffer 377 
Optimization models in the previous stage of the framework revealed that size of the capacity buffer is 378 
dependent on the average production capacity and standard deviation of time between completions. In a 379 
controlled simulation experiment, the gross production capacity fluctuated between 400 and 600 houses 380 
per year while the standard deviation of time between completions was controlled. Results of running the 381 
simulation experiment have been illustrated in Fig. 8a. 382 
 383 
Fig. 8a. Target house completion (controlled for production variability)       Fig. 8b. Capacity buffer vs. production variability 384 
Fig. 8. Simulation results on Target house completion and size of the capacity buffer 385 
 386 
As can be seen in Fig. 8a, increasing the gross production capacity results in a growing level of target 387 
house completion (𝑇𝐻𝐶). However, it is controlling the standard deviation of time between completions 388 
that keeps the size of the capacity buffer constant. It is worth mentioning that having a stable workflow by 389 
fully controlling the variability over a long-term production is a difficult task, which is hardly achievable 390 
in construction sites. Therefore, the production variability should also be taken into consideration before 391 
loading the network of trades to full capacity and starting as many new constructions as possible, which is 392 
a common approach in the house building environment (Arashpour and Arashpour 2011).  393 
Given the presence of variability, the number of unfinished jobs grows exponentially and the production 394 
system soon becomes unstable. Fig. 8b plots the increasing size of the capacity buffer against standard 395 
deviations of time between completions, which measure the workflow stability. As can be seen in this 396 
figure, construction production networks with more stable workflows require smaller capacity buffers. 397 
That is, the builder is able to meet the production target easier and consequently a higher service level is 398 
achievable. The striking difference between Fig. 8a and Fig. 8b highlights the high sensitivity of the 399 
capacity buffer size to the level of workflow stability. This is in line with the findings of González, 400 
Alarcón et al. (2011), indicating that focusing solely on capacity of the trade network can be misleading 401 
for builders and causes a lack of coordination between construction output and start. In fact, without the 402 
aid of an optimal capacity buffer, target house completion (𝑇𝐻𝐶) and expected profit will decline over 403 
the long-term production. This is consistent with the results of running optimization models in table 3 and 404 
validates them. 405 
6. Limitations 406 
Although using the proposed framework resulted in significant improvements in performance measures of 407 
the two case studies, a number of important limitations should be mentioned: 408 
Firstly, using predictive models in the proposed framework was found plausible in the residential 409 
construction settings. This sector of the construction industry is very similar to manufacturing and future 410 
production can be predicted by analysing the past performance. Future work could test applicability of the 411 
framework in other construction subsectors.  412 
Secondly, adopting two optimization models developed in the current research resulted in finding optimal 413 
(or near optimal) capacity buffers for the two case studies. However, this should be taken into 414 
consideration that these models are simplified to be easily used. For example, they assume that processing 415 
times are normally distributed, which is not always true in the real-world construction. Such assumptions, 416 
however, were not used in the simulation experiments at the fourth stage of the framework. 417 
Thirdly, 1200 simulation experiments that were designed and analysed in this research are reflective of 418 
typical production scenarios in house building but are not comprehensive of every problem that could 419 
happen in construction sites. This should be taken into consideration that every construction project has 420 
its unique production environment and stochastic variables to be modelled. 421 
    422 
7. Conclusions  423 
Prior work has documented the effectiveness of rate-driven construction in improving tangible 424 
performance measures in construction projects (Choi and Minchin Jr 2006). Rate-driven construction, 425 
however, does not consider due date integrity explicitly and an additional control measure in form of a 426 
capacity buffer is required. Existing research in the construction literature in order to investigate tangible 427 
effects of capacity buffers on production metrics and the optimal size for such buffers is sparse. To bridge 428 
this gap, this study tested a user-friendly framework for finding the optimal size for capacity buffer that 429 
maximises the workflow stability and minimises the probability of late completions. Towards this aim, 430 
production data of two Australian construction companies were collected and analysed. Gross production 431 
capacity of the network was computed by using time series analysis. Then, cost and capacity 432 
optimizations were conducted to find the optimal size of the capacity buffer. Following this, results of 433 
mathematical modelling were linked to a discrete-event simulation engine and different real-life 434 
production scenarios caused by varying stochastic variables of construction production were analysed.  435 
The robustness of the framework in order to improve workflow stability through establishing a capacity 436 
buffer was tested. Findings show that an optimal-sized buffer can help construction systems in 437 
maintaining a synchronised production in which output and demand are coordinated. These findings 438 
extend those of Nasir, Haas et al. (2012) and Ballard (2000), confirming the positive impact of reducing 439 
and buffering variability on improving the productivity in construction. In addition, the results show that 440 
setting the optimal capacity buffer requires making trade-offs between lost revenue opportunity caused by 441 
big buffers and late completion costs caused by small capacity buffers.   442 
8. Research contributions and opportunities for extensions 443 
This work contributes to the body of knowledge by developing a deeper understanding of the role of 444 
capacity buffers in improving workflow stability in the construction production. The proposed framework 445 
avoids oversized buffers since they are wasteful, hinder performance, and disrupt the workflow. 446 
Furthermore, using the framework does not create undersized buffers as they increase the risk of late 447 
completions and a poor service level. The user-friendly framework is intended to assist builders in finding 448 
the most cost-effective way to operate their network of trade contractors. The authors are currently 449 
working on more sophisticated optimization models that consider more stochastic variables in real-world 450 
construction settings.  451 
The framework was used at the project level in order to compute the gross production capacity and then 452 
the optimal capacity buffer for the entire construction network. It is recommended that the framework is 453 
also used at the specialty contractor level so as to compute the optimal capacity buffer for each single 454 
trade.  455 
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